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QUESTION 1

What are some key reasons for purchasing an Interceptor appliance? (Select 3) 

A. Redirect traffic to a pool of Steelhead appliances 

B. Failover for Steelhead appliances 

C. No single point of failure in a redundant Steelhead appliance deployment 

D. Centralize reporting and management 

E. Increase throughput of connections 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 2

When deploying a SteelHead on an 802.1Q trunk, which one of the following statements is true? 

A. Simplified routing must be disabled. 

B. The in-path interface must be configured on the native VLAN. 

C. The VLAN tag on which the in-path interface is configured is the only subnet which will be optimized. 

D. All optimized traffic will be sent on the in-path VLAN tag unless full transparency is enabled. 

E. 802.1Q trunks are only supported on the Interceptor appliance. 

Correct Answer: D 

A SteelHead can be deployed physically in-path on an 802.1Q trunk link, and can optimize connections 

where packets have been tagged with an 802.1Q header. 

If correct addressing or port transparency is used, the SteelHead uses the configured in- path VLAN ID 

when transmitting packets towards the WAN. When using the full address transparency WAN 

visibilitymode, SteelHeads maintain the VLAN ID (along with IP address and TCP ports) when transmitting 

packets on the WAN side of optimized connections. 

Incorrect: 

Not A: Simplified routing is required. 

Not B: You do not have to configure the VLAN ID on the in-path interface to match any of those seen for 

optimized connections. 

Not C: The SteelHead can optimize traffic on the VLANs different from the VLAN containing the in-path IP 



address. 

References: SteelHead Deployment Guide Including the SteelCentral Controller for SteelHead Mobile, July 

2015, page 215 

https://support.riverbed.com/bin/support/download?did=93kli6tqn0ba7e2jgml3kq1u18 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following database applications can the Steelhead appliance optimize with the Application Streamlining
module? 

A. IBM DB2 

B. Sybase 

C. MySQL 

D. Microsoft SQL 

E. Great Plains 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following are configurable attributes of an Interceptor appliance? (Select 3) 

A. Synchronizing datastore 

B. Sharing connection state with a parallel Interceptor appliance 

C. Redirect to a Steelhead appliance cluster 

D. Failover to another Interceptor appliance 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 5

How many TCP connections can an Interceptor appliance set up per second? 

A. 1000 

B. 2000 

C. 3000 

D. 4000 



E. 5000 or over 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following QoS scheduling algorithms does Steelhead appliance use when QoS is enabled? 

A. Weighted Random Early Discard 

B. Weighted Fair Queuing 

C. Hierarchical Fair Service Curve 

D. Class Base Weighted Fair Queuing 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

A customer is marking QoS between the Steelhead appliances based on the application (port number) and IP
addresses being used. What is the recommended WAN visibility mode? 

A. Tunnel mode 

B. Port Transparency 

C. Full Transparency 

D. SSL mode 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which ethernet network cable type can you use when connecting your SteelHead appliance to a switch when all ports
are hard coded to 100/FULL? 

A. Crossover 

B. It doesn\\'t matter 

C. Straight 

Correct Answer: C 

To connect a Steelhead appliance to a switch use a straight-through cable. 

Note: Make sure that you have connected your cables as follows: 

* 



Steelhead appliance to switch: straight-through cable 

* 

Steelhead appliance to router: crossover cable 

* 

Steelhead appliance to Steelhead appliance: crossover cable 

* 

Steelhead appliance to a host: crossover cable 

References: Steelhead Appliance Installation and Configuration Guide, Version 7.0.3, May 2012, page 46
https://support.riverbed.com/bin/support/download?did=614 

 

QUESTION 9

After deployment of Steelhead appliances, a certain backup application shows poor bandwidth reduction. After disabling
the backup application\\'s native compression algorithm, the bandwidth reduction statistics on the Steelhead appliances
suddenly improve significantly. Which of the following are likely causes for the increased bandwidth reduction? 

A. The native compression algorithm of the backup application could not be compressed further 

B. The application-level protocol used by the backup application is not recognized by the Steelhead appliances 

C. The Steelhead appliances were not able to effectively perform TCP optimizations 

D. There should be no difference between compressed and uncompressed traffic 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

A Riverbed support case requires system dumps and\or TCP dumps to be generated and uploaded to the Riverbed
support site. What is required in order to do this from the SteelCentral Controller for SteelHead (SCC)? 

A. RiOS version 8.5 and above 

B. An established management connection to the relevant SteelHead 

C. A valid support case number 

D. A valid support contract 

E. All of the above 

Correct Answer: A 

How to upload a system dump (sysdump) and other files to Riverbed Support. Starting in RiOS 8.5.0, you may upload
sysdump and tcpdump files directly from their respective pages in the Steelhead web interface. After creating the file,
simply expand the filename entry and enter the Support case number. The Steelhead will connect using the FTP



protocol to ftp.riverbed.com and upload a copy renamed to include the case number. 

References: http://supportkb.riverbed.com/support/index?page=contentandid=S13970 

 

QUESTION 11

What feature is not available for optimized connections when using Port or Full transparency over the WAN? 

A. Top Talkers report 

B. Quality of Service marking 

C. VLAN segregation 

D. Path Selection 

E. Connection Pooling 

Correct Answer: E 

Correct addressing, the opposite of transparent Addressing which includes Port or Full transparency, 

enables you to use the connection pooling optimization feature. Connection pooling works only for 

connections optimized using correct addressing. Connection pooling enables Steelhead appliances to 

create several TCP connections between each other before they are needed. When transparent 

addressing is enabled, Steelhead appliances cannot create the TCP connections in advance because they 

cannot detect what types of client and server IP addresses and ports are needed. 

Incorrect: 

not B: If you manage IP address-based or TCP port-based QoS policies for optimized traffic on your WAN 

or WAN routers, you might use full address transparency or port transparency. 

Not C: Full address transparency preserves your client and server IP addresses and port numbers in the 

TCP/IP header fields for optimized traffic in both directions across the WAN. VLAN tags can also be 

preserved. 

Note: RiOS v6.0 or later offers the following options for configuring WAN visibility modes: 

*

 Correct Addressing - WAN-side connections use Steelhead appliance IP addresses and Steelhead appliance server
ports. 

*

 Transparent Addressing - the following are Transparent Addressing options: ?Port Transparency - WAN-side
connections use Steelhead appliance IP addresses but use TCP server ports that mirror the LAN-side connection. ?Full



Transparency - WAN-side connections mirror all IP addresses and TCP ports used on the LAN-side connection. ?Full
Transparency with Forward Reset - The same as Full Transparency, with an additional packet during auto-discovery to
aid with integration of stateful network devices on the WAN. 

References: Steelhead Appliance Deployment Guide, Including the Steelhead Mobile Controller, December 2013,
pages 49-51 https://support.riverbed.com/bin/support/download?did=a53locljdv9s5oc0agjp851iol 

 

QUESTION 12

Your SteelCentral Controller for SteelHead Mobile is running at user license capacity with location awareness
configured. No more client licenses can be used. Another client comes online requesting a license and there is no
branch SteelHead available. What will happen? 

A. The controller will disconnect any idle clients to grant a license to the new user. 

B. The controller will deny a license but all connections will be optimized. 

C. The controller will grant an emergency license and a limited number of connections will be optimized. 

D. The controller will deny a license and all connections will be passed-through. 

Correct Answer: A 
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